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About Dry Needling and Dāo Needle Therapy 

 

Your Acupuncturist Practitioner will Help Determine Which Needling Technique 

BIOMEDICAL ACUPUNCTURE 
 
Different from other physical procedures such as body manipulation, laser, ultrasound, or massage, 

Biomedical Acupuncture inoculates tiny lesions in the soft tissue. The lesioned soft tissue releases 
cytokine/chemokine and neuropeptides to initiate local acute inflammation which activates local blood 
circulation. This acute inflammation eventually reduces chronic inflammation and results in healing 

and restoring local tissue homeostasis. In addition, the neuro-humoral mechanisms of DNA May 
induce remote effects to improve systemic physiology and balance of the musculoskeletal 
biomechanics.  

This treatment is best for Acute pain, local pain,systemic pain, and musculoskeletal 
conditions. 

Dāo NEEDLE THERAPY  
 

Dāo needling is a specialized style of needling that requires a very different type needle compared to 
an Acupuncture needle. The needle body its self has a different edge that allows for a different 
penetration into the skin. The mechanisms involved are similar to Biomedical Acupuncture where the 

needle creates a lesion in the soft tissue which then releases cytokine/chemokine and neuropeptides 
to initiate local acute inflammation which activates local blood circulation. However the needle 
penetration is very shallow compared to other styles and is more focused on the superficial fascia. 

The needle is only inserted and removed after the tender points in a specific area have been 
identified and marked. Once marked the needle is inserted very quickly and removed. After needling 
has been performed the points will be palpated again to check for their level of tenderness. It is very 

common that 90% of the points will no longer be tender immediately after treatment the remanding 
points that are still tender will then be needled one more time.  
This treatment is best for chronic pain and musculoskeletal conditions. 
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TRIGGER POINT DRY NEEDLING  

 
Dry Needling is a general term for a therapeutic treatment procedure that involves multiple advances 
of a filament needle into the muscle in the area of the body which produces pain and typically 

contains a trigger point. There is no injectable solution and typically the needle that is used is very 
thin. Most patients will not even feel the needle penetrate the skin, but once it advances into the 
muscle, the discomfort can vary from patient to patient. Usually a healthy muscle feels very little 

discomfort upon insertion of the needle; however, if the muscle is sensitive and shortened or 
contains active trigger points, the subject may feel a sensation much like a muscle cramp, often 

referred to as a 'twitch response".  
 
The twitch response also has a biochemical characteristic to it which likely affects the reaction of the 

muscle, symptoms and response of the tissue. Along with the health of the tissue, the expertise of 
the practitioner can also attribute to the variation of discomfort and outcome. The patient may only 
feel the cramping sensation locally or they may feel a referral of pain or similar symptoms for which 

they are seeking treatment. A reproduction of their pain can be a helpful diagnostic indicator of the 
cause of the symptoms. Patients soon learn to recognize and even welcome this sensation, as it 
results in deactivating the trigger point, reducing pain and restoring normal length and function of 

the involved muscle.  
This treatment is best for Acute pain due to trauma or specific muscle dysfunction leading 
to musculoskeletal conditions, pain and injury prevention. 

 


